
Kata/Forms: 

1. Modified AAU/USA kata rules 
a. 5 judges will be used in all divisions (3 judges can be used depending on 

available officials) 
b. Judges will use the flag scoring system (red & white)  
c. All judges have an equal vote 

2. All kata divisions, excluding 18-34 black belt divisions, all senior divisions and grand 
championship divisions, will be performed two at a time, side by side. 

a. 18-34 men & women Black Belt Kata will be done 1 at a time. The competitor 
that is on the center-judge’s right side will be represented by the red flag and 
will perform first. The competitor on the center-judge’s left side will be 
represented by the white flag and will perform second.  

b. All senior divisions will be judged 1 at a time and use the numeric score cards 
i. The scoring process will be conducted as described in the Kobudo rule 

set 
c. Grand championship kata division will be judged 1 at a time and use the 

numeric score cards 
i. The scoring process will be conducted as described in the Kobudo rule 

set 
3. White belt through green belt (beginner/novice) competitors should perform kata 

equivalent to beginner and novice ranks.   
4. Brown belt (intermediate) & Black Belt (advance) competitors may use any 

traditional kata from their respective style 
5. White belt through Brown belt (beginner/novice/intermediate) competitors can 

perform the same kata for every round 
6. Black Belt (advance) competitors must change kata from the previous round in all 

medal rounds. 
7. Criteria for judging 

a. Correct stances 
b. Correct focus and concentration 
c. Correct/proper breathing 
d. Correct basics of style being performed 
e. Correct timing, rhythm, speed, focus of power 
f. Believability of technique 

 
 
 
 



Team Kata: 

1. All three team members must start and end the kata facing the same direction and 
towards the center judge. 

2. Along with kata judging criteria, team kata will also be judged by 
a. Synchronization 
b. No external ques  

3. Team Kata will be judged one team at a time and use numeric score cards 
a. The scoring process will be conducted as described in the Kobudo set. 

i. White Belt through Green Belt (beginner/novice) – 5.0-7.0 
ii. Brown Belt (intermediate) – 6.0-8.0 

iii. Black Belt (advance) – 7.0-9.0 
4. Drop high and low scores and add the remaining scores 
5. In case of a tie 

a. Add in the remaining low score 
b. Add in the remaining high score 
c. All ranks may repeat kata after a tie 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


